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PAPERS TO APPEAR IN FORTHCOMING ISSUES 
The following articles are among those presently accepted for 
publication in Historia Mathematics. Their order in this 
list does not necessarily reflect the order in which they 
will appear in future issues of the journal. 
Judith V. Field (Science Museum, South Kensington): "Kepler and 
the Rhombic Solids" 
Jacques Dutka (Audits and Surveys, Inc., New York, New York) 
"Richardson Extrapolation and Romberg Integration" 
Frank J. Swetz (Pennsylvania State University) and Ang Tian Se 
(University of Malaya): "A Brief Chronological and Biblio- 
graphic Guide to the History of Chinese Mathematics" 
John L. Greenberg (California Institute of Technology): "Alexis 
Fontaine's Route to the Calculus of Several Variables" 
William C. Waterhouse (Pennsylvania State University): A Note 
by Gauss Referring to Ideals?" 
A special issue of Historia Mathematics dedicated to 
Professor Kurt Vogel in honor of his 95th birthday, with papers by: 
Kurt-R. Biermann (Alexander-von-Humboldt-Forschungsstelle der 
Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR): "K. F. Gauss als 
Mathematik- und Astronomiehistoriker" 
Menso Folkerts (Universitst MGnchen): "Eine bisher unbekannte 
Abhandlung ;iber das Rechenbrett aus dem beginnenden 14. 
Jahrhundert" 
David H. Fowler (University of Warwick, Coventry) and Eric G. 
Turner (University College, London): "Hibeh Papyrus i 27: 
An Early Example of Greek Arithmetical Notation" 
Raffaella Franci and Laura Toti Rigatelli (Universits di Siena): 
"Maestro Benedetto da Firenze e la Storia dell'Algebra" 
Eberhard Knobloch (Technische Universitgt Berlin): "Von Riemann 
zu Lebesgue-- Zur Entwicklung der Integrationstheorie" 
Ivo Schneider (Universitst M%chen): "Potenzsummenformeln im 17. 
Jahrhundert" 
Christoph J. Scriba (Universitzt Hamburg): "Gregory's Converging 
Double Sequence: A new look at the controversy between Huygens 
and Gregory about the 'analytical' quadrature of the circle" 
Warren Van Egmond (Universits di Siena): "The Algebra of Master 
Dardi of Pisa" 
Kurt Vogel (Mbchen): "Ein Vermessungsproblem reist von China 
nach Paris" 
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